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The first starfighter to serve Starfighter Command at its inception in 2218, the 
Thunderbolt class Attack Fighter, was a swift, powerful craft—a veteran of the Earth-
Romulan War that went on to jumpstart development in this pivotal spacecraft field and 
become a classic staple of the Class I era. 
  

At the outset of the Earth-Romulan War, a key part of the Imperial Navy’s forces was 
the Nie’hrr class ‘attack raptor’.  A type of small craft roughly akin to primitive dive-
bombers from Earth’s 20th Century (the Douglas ‘SBD’ Dauntless being an example), they 
were armed with a single directed energy weapon and a primitive projectile weapon 
which could be fitted with a nuclear warhead.  Alone, or in small groups, they proved easy 
pickings for Earth Starfleet forces, however in larger squadrons or wings they were quite 
deadly—being used in hit-and-run raids to soften defenses around planets and 
starbases/outposts as well as swarm and overwhelm starships alone and in groups.  In this 
vein, they inflicted devastating amounts of damage.  
 

To combat this threat, Starfleet ordered the development of its own attack fighter.  
Appropriately codenamed Thunderbolt—it was to equal or exceed Nie’hrr’s 
maneuverability, while being better protected and superiorly armed.   
 

Emerging from the design boards a scant three months into the war, Thunderbolt 
found the inspiration for its design from the atmospheric fighters of Earth’s 20th and 21st 
Centuries.   
 

It was characterized by a roughly-ovoid main body which housed the micro fusion 
reactor, deflector shield generator, ECM module, computer core and other vital systems.  
Protruding dorsally were a pair of stabilizer fins that aided maneuverability when the craft 
was operating in planetary atmospheres (simulations had shown their advantage in  

 
 
 
 
sublight maneuvering was minimal at best).  To port and starboard, mounted on broad 
support pylons were the engine nacelles.  Aesthetically, they were shorter and more 
‘flared’, but otherwise were little more than miniaturized versions of nacelles used on some 
starships of the day.  Despite the impression an outside observer might get, Thunderbolt was 
strictly sublight only – though the design of the engines coupled with the primitive, yet high 
power reactor permitted it to achieve sublight speeds comparable to many ship classes 
operated by Starfleet. 
 
 Thunderbolt’s habitable volume—consisting of the cockpit and a small storage 
compartment directly aft (containing survival gear and other emergency supplies), was 
designed to accommodate a single operator.  The teardrop-shaped section was tapered 
at the tip, with the cockpit situated far forward—the pilot/weapons officer protected by a 
frameless transparasteel canopy affording a nearly 180 degree field of view. 
 
 Armament consisted of three retractable phase cannons mounted in a triangular 
formation with two embedded ventrally below the cockpit and the third mounted dorsally, 
straddling the cockpit and main body.  Situated between the two ventral phase cannons 
was a photonic missile launcher fed by an internal magazine of 12 missiles.  Taken together, 
Thunderbolt handily outclassed and was an all-around superior platform compared to the 
Nie’hrr.   
 
 It would be a further 6 months before the first examples entered fleet service and 
only a few more months beyond that before they began to help Starfleet turn the tide of 
the war.  Initially, they were unable to prevent several notable defeats including the 
destruction of Starbase 11 and annihilation of the 5th Fleet (15 November 2156) and the 
destruction of the Sector 5B mining complex (21 December 2156).  However, the wing 
embarked aboard the CS-series Carrier Potempkin participated in and were direct 



contributors to Starfleet’s victory at the Battle of Rigel II (2 January 2157) – where well over 
half of the Imperial Navy’s flanking forces were decimated.  This early battle was a pivotal 
one, if only for the fact that it saw the birth of several notable fighter aces, including 
Marshall Offutt (2140-2165) and Dvesh (Tellarite, 2134-2220). 
 
 Dvesh, who held the rank of Major as of 2157 (the first and youngest Tellarite to attain 
the rank), commanded a squadron that participated in the discovery and subsequent 
destruction of the Imperial Navy’s major supply base deep within the Minara supernova 
(the ‘Battle of the Clouds’ – 28 December 2158).  Through the use of massed-wave tactics 
and nuclear-tipped missiles, his squadron was directly responsible for the destruction of 11 
of 30 total Romulan vessels moored at the base.   
 
 Offutt also rose through the ranks at a similar pace, becoming the youngest Terran to 
attain the rank of Major at the mere age of 19 in 2159.  At that time, he commanded a 
squadron attached to the Victory class namesake (DN 950), Admiral William Larson’s 
flagship that was widely considered to be the most elite of postings.  At the Battle of 
Gamma Hyrda (05 May 2159), Major Offutt’s squadron took the lead, ambushing the 
approaching Romulan armada and quickly establishing dominance by expending their 
stores of photonic missiles in short order—catching the Romulans off guard, disabling a 
number of ships and providing cover for larger starships to move in and attack. 
 
 Major Offutt, who was an ardent admirer of the Thunderbolt and praised its forgiving 
handling characteristics as well as its strong armament, remained stationed aboard the 
Victory into 2160 and led his squadron into battle at the Battle of Prantares (12 March), the 
last major engagement prior to the Battle of Cheron (1 May).  Though both sides were 
evenly matched and Offutt’s squadron was equipped once again with nuclear-tipped 
missiles, the use of kamikaze and other such ‘suicide’ tactics by Imperial Navy pilots made 
the victory a pyrrhic one—in addition to Starfleet’s other losses, 4 of Offutt’s pilots were 
killed, the Victory herself suffered severe damage and Admiral Larson was killed. 
 
 At the end of the war, some 700 Thunderbolts were still in service, 657 of which 
remained so at the formal inception of Starfighter Command in 2218.  Upgraded with the 
latest propulsion, sensor and computer technologies as well as more advanced photon 
missiles, they formed the basis of a force that would ‘come into its own’ by the middle of 
the 23rd century. 
 
 With the 10 Victory class Dreadnoughts being extensively refitted to serve as carriers, 
the Roger Young (CV 952) and a wing of Thunderbolts were detached to the Saturn Flight 
Range, forming the 1st Training Wing in 2223.  The relative astro-political calm during this 
period provided little incentive to those who called for the class’ replacement, despite the 
fact that the surviving craft were nearly 80 years old. 
 
 Despite the introduction of the D-17 (2237) and Federation (2255) fighter classes and 
the fact that both were armed with more powerful phaser based weaponry (which could 
not be fitted to Thunderbolt for a variety of technical reasons), Thunderbolt’s sheer numbers 
kept the class in service well past the middle of the century.  Serving through the Four Years 
War, the subsequent period of relative calm and then through the Kzinti Incursion, 
Thunderbolt was finally retired (along with D-17 and Federation) in 2273, subsequent to the 

Class V family’s introduction into service (comprising the Wasp, Hornet and Yellowjacket 
classes). 
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Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
 
 

Thunderbolt 
Attack Fighter 
 
2156-2273 
0 
 
19m 
11m 
5m 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

57 metric tons 
 
1 

Armament 
 
 

3 Phase Cannons  
1 Missile Launcher 
 







Editor’s Annotations
 

While the TMP, TNG/DS9/VOY and Future eras got good coverage and even the TOS era was addressed, the subject of ENT/Pre-TOS era starfighters has never been seriously 
addressed.  In research various sources, canon and otherwise, little to no mention is made of any such craft existing in Earth Starfleet’s inventory—even in those sources that touch 
on/deal specifically with the Earth-Romulan War. 

 
With this in mind, I was content with leaving things as they were—the D-17 being the first/earliest starfighter depicted.  It wasn’t until I decided to peruse the ‘History’ section of the 

Journal of Applied Treknology, that I found the design for a primitive, generic ENT era starfighter.  Sleek, with clear present-day aircraft inspired influence, the design appeared slightly 
cartoonish to me at first glance, thanks to the bulbous engine nacelles.  Nevertheless, with the Earth-Romulan War gradually becoming more fleshed out thanks to the ‘TrekLit’ universe, I 
decided to expand things into the past with this new Thunderbolt class Attack Fighter. 

 
The one point of contention I had when writing this publication was the armament.  With most of my existing TOS starship publications, I’ve described them as being equipped with 

laser-based weaponry early on, prior to the advent of the standard phaser-based weaponry.  The majority of the source material I used in the creation of those publications ignored 
Enterprise and all the ships/technology from that period entirely which left me in a conundrum.  So I simply elevated laser-based weaponry to an intermediary position between phase 
cannons and phasers, though specifics—like relative power/damage potential and general lifespan (introduction/withdraw dates)—still remain unknown, leading me to write the 
seemingly short-lived technology out of existence here.  Depending on what happens in the TrekLit realm here, I might end up just retconning the stuff I’ve already done (though that 
seems like it would be more trouble than actually fleshing out the history of laser weapons).
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